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This presentation is on the highway runoff database (HRDB)The HRDB is a data warehouse and preprocessor for the Stochastic Empirical Loading and Dilution Model (SELDM)This presentation has 15 slides and will take about 15 minutes ***Prepared by Gregory E. Granato (ggranato@usgs.gov), U.S. Geological Survey, New England Water Science CenterIn cooperation withSusan C. Jones (susan.jones@dot.gov), Federal Highway Administration, Office of Project Development and Environmental Review



The HRDB provides representative statistics for 
quantifying runoff flows, concentrations, and loads 
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Presentation Notes
The HRDB provides representative statistics for quantifying runoff flows, concentrations, and loads. This is a schematic diagram showing the components of the stochastic mass-balance analysis used by SELDM to assess potential effects of runoff on receiving waters. The highway-runoff database can be used to calculate runoff-coefficient statistics from precipitation and flow data. The HRDB can provide concentration statistics, concentration data, and paired data. 



The HRDB has 10 data sets, 118 sites, 4,216 
storms, and 55,311 EMC values 

Data set Sites Storms EMC 

FHWA 1990 24 937 8,428 

CA 2003 52 981 26,104 

MA 2002 4 285 1,236 

MA 2010 14 1,553 15,490 

MI 1998 3 9 198 

OH 1997 1 13 169 

TX 1997 6 187 1,925 

WA 2005 12 155 1,486 

WI 2000 2 96 725 

Sum 118 4,216 55,311 
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Presentation Notes
The HRDB has 10 data sets, 118 sites, 4,216 storms, and 55,311 EMC values.  It contains the FHWA data set and 9 other datasets. However, it should be noted that the WSDOT has issued a data retraction letter to the international BMP database team. If you have datasets, please let me know so I can compile them for the next update.



Data in Version 1.0.0a of the HRDB span the 
period from 1975 to 2009 
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Data in Version 1.0.0a of the HRDB span the period from 1975 to 2009



The HRDB has 194 different water-quality 
constituents, counts may indicate importance 
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The HRDB has 194 different water-quality constituents, counts may indicate importance. The top 15 constituents (excluding sodium, calcium and chloride) are total suspended solids, total copper, total lead, total organic carbon, total cadmium, total phosphorus, total kjeldahl nitrogen, total chromium, total hardness, pH, total nickel, dissolved zinc, dissolved copper total nitrate, and dissolved organic carbon, which all have more than 1,000 samples. The suspended sediment concentration at 451 samples is shown because the USGS has found TSS to be fundamentally unreliable for water-quality analysis. More recently a number of highway and urban runoff studies have come to the same conclusion.



HRDB has a lot of data, but more is needed, 
please donate your (good) data 
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The HRDB has a lot of data, but more is needed. The 1990 FHWA data is geographically extensive but sources and methods have changed. Massachusetts and California have extensive high-quality datasets. Washington has an extensive data set, but has issued a data retraction letter



The HRDB can be used to obtain water quality 
pairs, water-quality statistics, and other data  
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The HRDB can be used to obtain water quality pairs, water-quality statistics, and other data. In this training module we will focus on the process for selecting paired water-quality constituent values to do a regression analysis that will yield a dependent relationship and the process for generating water-quality statistics needed to model a random constituent.Figure credit: Granato, G.E., and Cazenas, P.A., 2009, Highway-Runoff Database (HRDB Version 1.0)--A data warehouse and preprocessor for the stochastic empirical loading and dilution model: Washington, D.C., U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-HEP-09-004, 57 p.



These are forms used to select data  
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These are the forms used to obtain data. The dark blue arrows show the sequence for selecting random water-quality statistics. The black arrows show the process for selecting paired water-quality values. In each case, you select the storm type, pick the constituent or constituents, then select the study of interest. 



These are forms used to obtain data  
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Once you select the study or studies of interest, you can select data from the site or sites of interest. Once you complete the site selection the menu will take you to the appropriate form based on your main-menu selection. �If you are calculating random statistics (following the dark-blue path) it will bring up the form for selecting the plotting position then it will bring up the form with the statistics.If you will be developing a dependent relationship between two variables, it will bring up the export paired EMCs form 



The mean, standard deviation, and skew from 
the HRDB are used with random frequency 
factor (K) values  from SELDM to calculate any 
x for a normal (lognormal) or Pearson Type III 
(log-Pearson Type III) distribution 
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If we have a mean, standard deviation, and skew a random frequency factor (K) value can be used to calculate any x value for a normal (or lognormal) or Pearson Type III (or log- Pearson Type III) distribution. This relation is important, because one way to generate random numbers in a Monte Carlo model is to generate these random K values and use the input average and standard deviation to generate individual xi values.



The HRDB calculates detection-limit statistics 
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In some cases, one or more values may be identified as being below one or more detection limits. The highway-runoff database does detection-limit statistics for you. This graph shows the hypothetical concentration on a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis and the normal variate on the horizontal axis. The HRDB uses the regression on order statistics method to generate the yellow line from the measured values, which are the black dots. In this method nondetects below each detection limits are evenly spaced probabilistically along the line. Then the statistics are calculated with the measured and estimated values. 



The HRDB provides measured data and 
statistics; SELDM provides long-term estimates 
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Presentation Notes
The measured data have a mean of -1.05, a standard deviation of 0.423,  and a skew of -0.7 in log space. The modeled data are generated by using these statistics. 



The HRDB provides measured data and 
statistics; SELDM provides long-term estimates 
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The measured data have a mean of -1.05, a standard deviation of 0.423,  and a skew of -0.7 in log space. The modeled data are generated by using these statistics. 



We can use dependent-quality relations to 
predict one variable from another 
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We can use dependent-quality relations to predict one variable from another to fill gaps in the data set. We can use this relation to model SSC from TSS at sites where we do not have SSC values.  We model TSS as a random variable then use this relation to estimate an average SSC for each TSS. We use the regression residuals, which are defined by the scatter of data above and below the line to recreate the scatter in SSC from the TSS estimate.This graph shows the dependent relation between TSS and SSC. Suspended sediment is on the vertical axis and SSC is on the horizontal axis. The white line is the 1 to 1 line. The yellow circles are the data. We can see that most of the SSC values fall above the 1:1 line. The yellow line is the log-log regression relation between TSS and SSC. The grey circles are the SSC values generated by SELDM from FHWA TSS values. Figure credit: Granato, G.E., and Cazenas, P.A., 2009, Highway-Runoff Database (HRDB Version 1.0)--A data warehouse and preprocessor for the stochastic empirical loading and dilution model: Washington, D.C., U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, FHWA-HEP-09-004, 57 p.



The web site has links to reports, software, 
SELDM version 1.0.1 and HRDB version 1.0.0a  
at 
http://webdmamrl.er.usgs.gov/g1/fhwa/SELDM.htm 
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Thanks for listening to this talk. Are there any questions?
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